De novo and salvage pathways of DNA synthesis in primary cultured neurall stem cells.
We studied the de novo and salvage pathways of DNA synthesis in sphere-forming neural stem cells obtained from mouse embryos by a neurosphere method. The former pathway needs folic acid (FA) for nucleotide biosynthesis, while the latter requires deoxyribonucleosides (dNS). We examined the proliferative activity of sphere-forming cells in E14.5 embryos by counting the number of spheres formed in media that lacked FA and/or dNS. Proliferation failure and apoptosis occurred in a deficient medium lacking of both FA and dNS. Spheres formed in the deficient medium supplemented with dNS, without FA, did not produce neuron, but rather only seem to generate astrocytes and oligodendrocytes when plated under differentiation condition in culture. On the other hand, a subpopulation of cultured cells formed spheres in the deficient medium supplemented with FA alone in an appropriate concentration, and did possess the self-renewing and multipotential characteristics of neural stem cells. Spheres formed in the media containing low dose Azathioprine and methotrexate, inhibitors of de novo DNA synthesis, were selectively prevented from producing neurons even in the presence of FA. These results suggested that activating de novo DNA synthesis was needed for neural stem cells to proliferate with multipotentiality.